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1. Introduction

Strategic adaptation is viewed as:

Adversarial behavior, manipulation and gaming.

Self-improvement (explicitly incentive improvement on some
target measure).

Incentivizing improvement requires a clear distinction between
gaming and improvement.
For example, a software company uses a classifier to filter software
engineering job applicants, and incentivizes strategic individuals to
improve their engineering ability. The classifier considers the
applicant’s open-source contribution (among other features such as
employment history, coding test scores, education, etc).



2. Contributions

1. Provide the missing formal distinction between gaming and
improvement.

2. Give a formal reason why incentive design is so difficult.

3. Prove that any successful attempt to incentive improvement
must also solve a non-trivial causal inference problem.

4. Prove that any successful attempt to design good cost
functions must also solve a non-trivial causal inference
problem.



3.1 Causal framework for strategic adaptation
Structural causal model (SCM) contains:

Endogenous variables X .

Exogenous variables (noise) U represented as a distribution.

Structural equations Xi = gi (PAi ,Ui ), i = 1, . . . , n.

Adaptation: perform an intervention in a causal model that
includes all relevant features, label, and predictor.
Improvement: interventions that change both the target variable
Y and the predictor Ŷ .
Gaming: interventions that change the predictor Ŷ , but not the
target variable Y .



3.2 Causal framework for strategic adaptation – agent
model

Agent model: describes how individuals with a given set of
features respond to a classification rule.
Definition 3.1 (Best-response agent model). Given a cost
function c : A×X → R+ and a classifier f : X → Y, an individual
with features x best responds to the classifier f by choosing action

a∗ ∈ arg max
a∈A

f (x + a)− c(a; x). (1)

Let ∆(x ; f ) = x + a∗ denote the best-response of the agent to
classifier f.
Definition 3.2 (Approximate best-response). For any ε ∈ (0, 1),
say ∆ε(x , f ) = x + ã is an ε-best-response to classifier f if
f (x + ã− c(ã; x) ≥ ε · (maxa f (x + a)− c(a; x))).



3.3 Causal framework for strategic adaptation – incentives
evaluation

Definition 3.3. For a classifier f , a distribution over features X ,
and label Y generated by a structural causal model, define the
improvement incentivized by f as

I(f ) = EX E[YX :=∆(x ,f )({X = x})]− E[Y ]. (2)

If I(f ) > 0, we say that f incentivizes improvement. Otherwise, we
say that f incentivizes gaming.
Definition 3.4. For a classifier f and a distribution X , label Y
generated by a structural causal model, define the improvement
incentivized by f for an individual with features x as

I(f ) = E[YX :=∆(x ,f )({X = x})]− E[Y |X = x ]. (3)



4.1 Designing good incentives

Definition 4.1. (Good Incentives Problem). Assume agents
ε-best-respond to the classifier for some ε > 0. Given:

1. A joint distribution PX ,Y over examples (x , y) ∈ X ×Y
entailed by a structural causal model, and

2. A cost function c : A×X → R+,

Find a classifier f ∗ : X → Y that incentivizes improvement, i.e.
find a classifier with I(f ∗) > 0. If no such classifier exists, output
Fail.
GoodIncentives as an oracle: takes as input a cost function
and a joint distribution over features and label, and either returns
a classifier that incentivizes improvements or returns no such
classifier exists.



4.1 Designing good incentives → causal modeling

Intuition: any procedure for constructing classifiers that
incentivize improvement must at its core also solve a non-trivial
causal discovery problem.
Assumption 4.1. Let G = (X ,E ) be a causal graph, let X−W
denote the random variables X excluding node W . For any edge
(V ,W ) ∈ E with V →W , there exists a real-valued function h
mapping X−w to an intervention v∗ = h(x−w ) so that

EX−W
E[WV :=h(x−w )(X−W = x−w )] > E[W ]. (4)

Theorem 4.1. Let G = (X ,E ) be a causal graph induced by a
structural causal model that satisfies Assumption 4.1. Assume X
has bounded support X . given the skeleton of G, using |E | calls to
GoodIncentives, we can orient all of the edges in G.



4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1

The reduction proceeds by invoking the good incentives oracle for
each edge (Xi ,Xj), taking Xj as the label and using a cost function
that ensures only manipulations on Xi are possible for an
ε-best-responding agent.
For an edge (Xi ,Xj) in G ,

1. if Xi → Xj , Assumption 4.1 ensures that improvement is
possible, GoodIncentives must return a classifier that
incentivize improvement.

2. if Xi → Xj , no intervention on Xi can change Xj , so
GoodIncentives must return Fail.

Repeating this procedure for each edge in G thus fully orients the
skeleton with |E | calls to GoodIncentives.
Proved that any successful attempt to incentivize improvement
must also solve a non-trivial causal inference problem.



4.4 Assumption 4.1 holds for faithful additive noise models

Definition 4.2 (Additive Noise Model). A structural causal model
with graph G = (X ,E ) is an additive noise model if the structural
assignments are of the form

Xj := gj(PAj) + Uj , for j = 1, . . . , n. (5)

Definition 4.3 (Faithful). A distribution PX is faithful to a DAG
G if A á B|C implies that A and B are d-separated by C in G .
Proposition 4.1. Let (X1, . . . ,Xn) be an additive noise model,
and let the joint distribution on (X1, . . . ,Xn) be faithful to the
graph G . Then, G satisfies Assumption 4.1.



5.1 Designing good cost functions

Definition 5.1 (Outcome-monotonic cost). A cost function
c : A×X → R+ is outcome-monotonic if, for any features x ∈ X :

1. For any action a ∈ A, c(a; x) = 0 if and only if
E[YX :=x+a(X = x)] ≤ E[Y |X = x ].

2. for pair of actions a, a′ ∈ A, c(a; x) ≤ c(a′; x) if and only if
E[YX :=x+a(X = x)] ≤ E[YX :=x+a′(X = x)]

Any action that can make an improvement costs.

The more improvement an action makes, the more it costs.

Definition 5.2 (Learning outcome-monotonic cost problem).
Given action set A and a joint distribution PX ,Y over a set of
features X and label Y entailed by a structural causal model,
construct an outcome-monotonic cost function c .



5.2 Designing good cost functions → causal modeling

Proposition 5.1. Let G = (X ,E ) induced by a structural causal
model that satisfies Assumption 4.1. Let
OutcomeMonotonicCost be an oracle for the
outcome-monotonic cost learning problem. Given the skeleton of
G, |E | calls to OutcomeMonotonicCost suffices to orient all
the edges in G.



6 Conclusions

1. Provide the missing formal distinction between gaming and
improvement.

2. Give a formal reason why incentive design is so difficult.

3. Prove that any successful attempt to incentivize improvement
must also solve a non-trivial causal inference problem.

4. Prove that any successful attempt to design good cost
functions must also solve a non-trivial causal inference
problem.


